In this paper, we propose an aerial image matching algorithm based on NSST and quaternion exponential moment. Firstly, we use nonsubsampled shearlet transform (NSST) to decompose the reference image and the to-be-matched image, and the scale invariant feature with error resilience (SIFER) operator is used to extract stable feature points from NSST low-frequency sub-bands and construct local feature areas respectively. Subsequently, local features of each feature area are solved by quaternion exponential moment to constitute feature vectors of such feature points for pre-matching. In the end, mismatching point pairs are removed by the random sample consensus (RANSAC) algorithm. Finally, experimental results show that compared with the SIFT and SURF algorithms, the algorithm proposed in this paper makes faster operations, has higher matching precision, and is significantly better than the other two methods in resisting rotation, noise, brightness change, and integrated disturbance.
Introduction
Image matching refers to the comparison of two or more images [1] to find their common scenes. Remote sensing image matching has very important value in both military and civil areas. However, since high-resolution remote sensing images contain a tremendous amount of information, they are generally influenced by geometric distortion, changes in geomorphic features, mixing of land clutter, and so on, making remote sensing image matching more difficult. As computer technology constantly develops, image matching has become much faster, and automatic inductive image matching technology, which compensates for the deficiency of the manual method, has been broadly applied to remote sensing image matching and processing areas.
Over decades, several kinds of image matching algorithms emerged one after another [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . New matching algorithms are being constantly put forward in combination with many mathematical theories and methods, which generally fall into matching based on grayscale and feature-based matching. The matching methods based on grayscale directly define the similarity measurement between the reference image and the to-be-matched image according to the grayscale of images. Such matching algorithms based on grayscale have simple computation and easy implementation but poor adaptability to image distortion, and they fail to show good effects on remote sensing image matching. In contrast, feature-based matching methods extract features from the to-be-matched image and the reference image respectively and establish a corresponding relationship between features in the two images. Common features in matching mainly fall into three types: point, edge, and area features. Point features are easily marked and operated. They reflect substantive features of an image, and selected interest points refer to pixels showing some singularity compared with the neighbourhood. Point features are easily extracted but contain little information. Therefore, it is difficult to create a corresponding relationship of feature points between two images and guarantee an appropriate number of feature points [2] . Wu et al. [3] presented a multi-source remote sensing image matching algorithm using Contourlet transform, Tsallis entropy, and improved particle swarm optimization. Concerning the matching difficulty caused by geometry deformation and gray difference between multi-source remote sensing images, Ye et al. [4] came up with a matching method in combination with SIFT and edge information that effectively improved matching accuracy compared with the vector description by SIFT's own features. Chen et al. [5] proposed a multi-source remote sensing image matching algorithm on the basis of Contourlet domain, Hausdorff distance, and particle swarm to implement remote sensing image matching in full resolution. In order to further improve precision and operating efficiency in high remote sensing image matching, Wu et al. [6] raised a remote sensing image matching algorithm by Contourlet transform, Krawtchouk moment, and improved particle swarm that had higher matching precision, operating efficiency, and sound robustness compared with common remote sensing image matching algorithms at the time. Zhang et al. [7] put forward a remote sensing image registration method based on feature point matching to improve the robustness of feature expression in the remote sensing image and matching precision by expressing local features of a remote sensing image by triangle local feature areas and making similar area matching in the KNN algorithm. Shen et al. [8] proposed a novel remote sensing image matching technology on the basis of SIFT and normalized cross-correlation technology to improve the precision of remote sensing image matching and reduce time complexity. Wu et al. [9] put forward a fast sample consensus (FSC) algorithm on the basis of the random sample consensus (RANSAC) algorithm. They also designed a remote sensing image matching method based on feature point matching by the FSC algorithm, which maintained high matching precision, reduced cluster frequency, and significantly lowered the time complexity of the algorithm. Sedaghat et al. [10] presented an adaptive binning scale-invariant feature transform (AB-SIFT) remote sensing image matching algorithm to show higher matching precision by extracting more stable AB-SIFT feature points from the affine invariant Hessian matrix, describing and matching contents of remote sensing images through extracted feature points.
Based on the above analysis, an aerial image matching algorithm based on NSST and quaternion exponential moment is proposed in this paper. Firstly, the reference image and the to-be-matched image are decomposed by NSST, and SIFER operator is used to extracting stable feature points from NSST low-frequency sub-bands and construct local feature areas respectively. Subsequently, local features of each feature area are solved by quaternion exponential moment to constitute feature vectors of such feature points for pre-matching. In the end, mismatching pairs are removed from those matched by the RANSAC algorithm. The matching results with SIFT and SURF operators fully verify the outstanding performance of the proposed algorithm.
Proposed Algorithm

Feature Point and Area
In recent years, many feature point detectors have been rolled out in succession and applied to target identification and image processing extensively, such as Harris-Laplace feature point [11] , SIFT (Scale-Invariant Feature Transform) feature point [12] , ASIFT (Affine Scale-Invariant Feature Transform) feature point [13] , and SURF (Speeded Up Robust Feature) feature point [14] . The above feature points have low robustness and may badly reduce precision in image matching, in spite of their widespread applications in target identification and image registration. In this paper, SIFER feature points in the NSST domain [15] are regarded as interest points of remote sensing images. Quaternion exponential moment is used to construct local feature vectors for each feature point and make similarity matching, and the improved RANSAC algorithm is used to remove mismatched pairs to retain final output results. Stable feature points are extracted by the SIFER detector, specifically as follows:
Step 1 Perform secondary NSST decomposition and extract low-frequency sub-bands in the remote sensing image.
Step 2 Create a scale space in such low-frequency sub-bands. In the , xy directions, n scale filtering on the image demands computation of 2  n wavelength positions in the following Equation (1):
If the solved continuous wavelength difference is lower than 2, 
Where  ,  , and b refer to the wavelength of the basic sine wave, the width of the Gaussian window, and the halfrange bandwidth, respectively.
Step 3 Filtering in scale space. The modulated Gaussian function and cosine function constitute a one-dimensional cosine modulated Gaussian (CMG) filtering, shown as follows: Where  refers to the filtering direction. Expand the one-dimensional CMG to two-dimensional CMG filtering to make filtering treatment on the image in the , xy directions respectively and get a two-dimensional CMG filter:
Step 4 Response computation in scale space. Solve CMG responses of scale 0 1
xy directions respectively by Equation (2) and (3), represent such responses by CMGX and CMGY respectively, and calculate the sum response value j S of CMGX and CMGY at different scales using Equation (4):
Step 5 Extreme detection in scale space. Extract the maximum and minimum points in the scale space of the CMG sum response using a 333  window:
Where "  " refers to the sum of responses at the current position and "  " refers to the sum of responses at the adjacent position. Take positions judged as extreme points by Equation (5) as alternative feature points.
Step 6 Remove edge responses. Extreme points of the sum of responses may arise in edge areas of the image, but such positions are not very good feature point positions.
Step 5 is for removing effects of edge responses and achieving the aim of removing edge areas:
Where 
Estimate whether extreme points in the CMG sum response arise in edge areas by value ratio e . If the ratio e of a candidate feature point is higher than some threshold (6 is chosen as the edge threshold for the algorithm in this paper), the point shall be judged as an edge point that must be removed, while other response extreme points shall be final remaining SIFER feature points.
Extraction of Feature Points and Construction of Local Feature Areas
Generally, local areas can constitute many shapes such as rectangle, square, round, and oval, but such constructed areas must have very good resistance to synchronization attacks locally. The oval feature area constructed in an adaptive way presents better robustness than other watermarking algorithms. The construction of the oval area can fall into the following links: 1) Extract feature points in the host remote sensing image by SIFER detector. ( , ) X x y refers to the centre of the oval area.
2) Work out the second-order auto-correlation matrix () Rx using Equation (6) . According to Equations (7) and (8), the feature values 12 ( , )
 of auto-correlation matrix () Rx are as follows:
3) Work out the major axis a r , minor axis b r , and direction angle  respectively in the local oval area using feature values 12 ( , )
 and feature vectors 12 ( , ) vv :
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Exponential Moment and Quaternion Exponential Moment
Exponential moment is applicable to the reconstruction of image function and has invariance to image rotation, zooming, translation, and so on and better image depiction capacity than Legendre moments, Zernike moments, and ChebyshevFourier moments. Define the basis function ( , ) 
Where the range of r is 01  r and k is an integer. As far as an image function ( , ) fr is concerned, define the ( , ) km order exponential moment as follows:
Where k is an integer and the order of the radial basis function and m is an integer that represents the order of the angular basis function.
The image reconstruction using the exponential moment is expressed in Equation (9) Although it has better reconstruction ability than other image moments, the exponential moment must convert a colour image to a gray image first when processing colour images. Such an operation does not take relevance of some colour channels in the colour image into full account and loses important colour information when solving image moment features. In this paper, it is expected to describe local feature areas of remote sensing images by virtue of excellent description ability of the exponential moment, so the exponential matrix is improved in combination with quaternion theory to deduce a quaternion exponential moment suitable for colour images.
Quaternions as a promotion of complex numbers [16] were formally put forward by Irish mathematician Hamilton. Quaternions are represented by the form of a hyper-complex number and composed by one real part and three imaginary parts, which can be put in the following expression:
Where a, b, c, and d are real numbers while i, j, and k represent three imaginary units and must satisfy the following rules:
By Equation (10), a quaternion's conjugation and amplitude may be defined in the following form: Assuming that a colour image f(x, y) in the size of M × N has such three colour channels as red, green, and blue, it may be expressed in the quaternion form using a pure quaternion (part of no real number), specifically shown as follows:
Where f R (x,y), f G (x,y), and f B (x,y) represent red, green, and blue channels respectively in the colour image f(x, y). i, j, and k are imaginary units.
In combination with the above description about the form of quaternion expression and basic theory of exponential moments, in order to more conveniently express the colour image, it is extended to the quaternion exponential moment of the colour image. Make ( , ) fr the colour image in the polar coordinates and define the exponential moment 
By combining the exponential moment and quaternion theories, the quaternion exponential moment can be deduced. In a similar way, the quaternion Zernike moment, quaternion Pseudo-Zernike moment, and quaternion OFMMs can be obtained. In order to make full comparison of all quaternion moments in terms of reconstruction ability, the following reconstruction experiment is conducted.
Proposed Algorithm
In a general feature matching algorithm: as far as some feature vector is concerned, calculate the distance between the feature vector and all the other feature vectors in another image before solving the ratio between the nearest neighbour and the next neighbour. If the ratio is lower than the set threshold, the nearest neighbour will be believed to be a good match. When the threshold is set to be 0.7, the matching will have higher accuracy. The algorithm in this paper extracts SIFER feature points in low-frequency sub-bands in the NSST domain [17] [18] , constructs local feature areas by auto-correlation matrix of SIFER feature points, extracts the feature vector of each feature point by three-order quaternion exponential moment, and compares the similarity of feature points by Euclidean distance. The preliminary matching process of feature points is shown in Figure 1 . and refer to one image to solve the geometric transformation matrix target parameters between two images and normalize the other target image to the coordinate system in the criterion of the reference image. Apply the improved RANSAC algorithm to solving target parameters. The projection transformation of the two given remote sensing images is as follows:
Where ( , )  ii xy and ( , )
ii xy refer to the feature point in the reference image and corresponding point to ( , )  ii xy in the target image. The transformation matrix is H, which has eight degrees of freedom. In theory, it is necessary to choose at least four SIFER feature points to estimate H. From Equation (11) 
x h y h x h x h y h h x h y h y h x h y h
Accordingly, eight established linear equations are drawn by four SIFER feature points. H solved by the equation set normalizes points in the target image to the coordinate system of the reference image in one-to-one correspondence.
In the RANSAC algorithm [19] , we first choose a matched pair of feature points in a stochastic way and determine a straight line by such two points. Call the number of points in some distance range of the straight line as support of the straight line and calculate the support point set number. The RANSAC algorithm repeats such a stochastic selection N times, and the straight line of the maximum support point set number will be confirmed as fitting of point sets. Points within the fitting error distance range will be believed to be effective points that can constitute a consensus set; otherwise, they will be ineffective points. In order to get the optimal model by data fitting, it is advised to limit the size of the sample in stochastic selection or determine the minimum set of data required by the model. If the straight line is determined to need two points, the minimum set of the transformation matrix H will need four points. RANSAC is implemented in the following process: 1) Choose a data point sample from S in a stochastic way and initialize the model by this subset; 2) Find the support point set i S of the current model by threshold 4 T . The set i S will be the sample's consensus set and defined as effective points; 3) If the size of the set i S is beyond some threshold s T , re-estimate the model by i S ; 4) If the size of the set i S is lower than s T , select a new sample and repeat the above steps; 5) After N attempts, choose the maximum consensus set i S to re-estimate the model and get final results.
To summarize, a remote sensing image matching algorithm based on NSST and SIFER is put forward in this paper to improve matching performance in such three links as input, output, and feature matching. In terms of input, it decomposes the original remote sensing image by NSST. As the low-frequency component contains the majority of the image information and basically keeps features of the original image while the high-frequency detail component blends with much noise, the low-frequency component of NSST can be taken as the input image of the SIRER algorithm. In the intermediate matching link, local feature areas are constructed by the auto-correlation matrix of the SIFER operator, and the low-order exponential moment of each feature area is solved as the feature vector of the corresponding feature point by virtue of excellent feature description ability of the exponential moment. With regard to output, the algorithm conducts pre-matching on two images in the SIFER algorithm and applies the RANSAC algorithm to removing mismatching point pairs. Overall, the fusion of remote sensing image algorithms in this paper can fall into the following steps:
Step 1 Input the reference image and the to-be-matched image.
Step 2 Perform secondary NSST [17] [18] decomposition on the reference image and the to-be-matched image respectively.
Step 3 Extract feature points from low-frequency component images after NSST decomposition and construct local feature areas in the SIRER algorithm.
Step 4 Solve the low-order exponential moment in each feature area as the feature of the corresponding feature point and make pre-matching.
Step 5 Make stochastic selection of four matching point pairs from SIFER feature point matching, calculate a transformation matrix, traverse all the obtained matching pairs in pre-matching according to the acquired transformation matrix, and calculate the percentage of pre-matching pairs that satisfy the model of the transformation matrix under some specific threshold T.
Step 6 Repeat Step 4 n times in total (n=8000 in the experiment), compare the percentage of matching pairs of the model in each transformation matrix, and regard the matrix of highest percentage as the best transformation matrix ultimately obtained.
Step 7 Remove matching pairs whose error is over T in the transformation to get the final matching results.
Experiment Results and Analysis
As far as actual remote sensing image is concerned, experimental comparison and analysis are made on the SIFT remote sensing image matching algorithm [10] , the SURF remote sensing image matching algorithm [20] , and the algorithm in this paper. All such algorithms adopt the same method of feature representation and the RANSAC algorithm. The experimental environment is 4.0GB RAM and 3.40GHz CPU, and the experimental platform is Matlab 2011b.
The evaluation standard measures the matching performance using the detection rate that is objectively and visually displayed in the detection rate histogram. The detection rate (R = (correct matching point pairs) / (to be with the matching point pairs)) is defined as the ratio between the number of correct matching point pairs and number of points in the to-bematched image.
The reference image in the experiment includes six visible light satellite remote sensing images downloaded by Google Earth. Covering six different types of scenes in Beijing, these six images are separately shown in Figure 2 , with a size of 512 × 512. Indexes for performance evaluation include the matching algorithm's ability to resist geometric attacks and ability to resist conventional attacks. With regard to the ability to resist geometric attacks, verification is made mainly on the algorithm's rotation invariance and scale invariance; as far as the ability to resist conventional attacks is concerned, verification is made mainly on the algorithm's matching performance under impulse noise, Gaussian noise, and brightness changes. 
Test on the Ability to Resist Geometric Attacks
Take the image of residential area 2 in Figure 2 as an example and rotate the to-be-matched image by 15°, 40°, and 60° respectively, as shown in Figure 3 . Match the reference image in Figure 2 with the attacked remote sensing images respectively and analyse the anti-rotation ability of the three algorithms. Detailed comparison results are shown in Table 1 . Take the image of residential area 2 in Figure 2 as an example and zoom the to-be-matched image by 0.4, 0.6, and 1.4 respectively, as shown in Figure 4 . Match the reference image with the attacked remote sensing images respectively and analyse the anti-zooming ability of the three algorithms. Detailed comparison results are shown in Table 2 . Table 1 and Table 2 show overall that the proposed algorithm in this paper has the best anti-rotation ability, significantly better than the SIFT algorithm and SURF algorithm. 
Test on the Ability to Resist Conventional Attacks
In order to test the ability to resist conventional attacks of three algorithms, three testing images are offered in Figure 5 to which Gaussian noise in standard deviation of 0.03, 0.06 and 0.12 are respectively added, as shown in Figure (a)-(c) . Process the to-be-matched image to construct images under three different brightness circumstances including medium brightness, low brightness, and high brightness, as shown in Figure 6 . Figure 6 (a) is drawn from drop of brightness by 0.5 times, Figure 6 (b) is drawn from rise of brightness by 1.2 times, and Figure 6 (c) is drawn from rise of brightness by 1.5 times. Match the reference image with all the images respectively in Figure 6 and analyse the ability of the three algorithms to resist brightness change. Detailed comparison results are shown in Table 3 . Table 3 , under different brightness circumstances, the three algorithms basically remain unchanged in the extracted number of feature points. In low brightness, only the SIFT algorithm shows a slight drop in the matching rate while the SURF algorithm and the proposed algorithm in this paper are basically flat. In high brightness, the three algorithms show a decline in the matching rate, while the SIFT algorithm presents the greatest range of drop followed by the SURF algorithm. Therefore, the algorithm in this paper has the best performance to resist brightness change, followed by the SURF algorithm and the SIFT algorithm. 
Conclusion
An aerial image matching algorithm based on NSST and SIFER is proposed in this paper. Firstly, the reference image and the to-be-matched image are separately decomposed by NSST to a low-frequency component and many high-frequency components in different directions. Subsequently, SIFER feature points are solved and local areas are constructed in the low-frequency component, and the three-order quaternion exponential moment of each area is calculated as the feature vector of the corresponding feature point for pre-matching. The matching results with SIFT and SURF operators fully verify the outstanding performance of the proposed algorithm.
